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Abstract 

IT is often expected to mitigate the environmental impacts through the substitution of 

transportation and the improvement of the energy efficiency. This study proposes a me-

thod to see the industry structure changes based on the Input-Output analysis developing 

an extended multivariate analysis. The results demonstrate the significant effects of IT on 

the structural changes in the Japan’s historical data. 

Introduction 

It is well recognized that the rapid penetration of Information Technologies (IT) has 

affected the existing industry structure and has contributed to the productivity im-

provement. In Japan, total investment for IT has already reached one trillion US dol-

lars in 1998 and is still growing rapidly. In USA, Department of Commerce (1998) 

investigated that the contribution of IT to the US productivity growth is 

30-50%. In Japan, there are few works on the influences of IT due to the lack of sta-

tistics. Hiromatsu and Ohhira (1990) applying IO techniques is the pioneering work. 

Recent studies are given by Yoshikawa et.al. (1998) and Sugiyama (2001). Since the 

existing studies mainly focus on the macroeconomic effects of IT's, the issues on 

how they affected the industry structure changes are not discussed explicitly. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a new method to analyze the interactions 

between IT investments and industry structure change and apply it to the case of Ja-

pan. This study proposes a method to see the industry structure changes based on the 

Input-Output analysis developing an extended multivariate analysis. The results de-
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monstrate the significant effects of IT on the structural changes in Japan’s historical 

data. 

1. Possible Impacts of IT on Economy 

Matsudaira and Jordan(1998) analyzed the relationships between IT inputs and the 

outputs of whole economy. They found that the contribution of IT on the whole eco-

nomic growth rate in 1970s was 0.31% per year and 0.25% in 1980s in Japan, while 

they were 0.46% in 1970s and 0.35% in 1980s in US and concluded that there was 

not so large difference between Japan and US. However, since they did not use the 

recent data especially after 1995, their findings seems to be slightly out of date. In 

fact, IT investment in 1998 has grown up 170% of that in 1990. Ministry of Econo-

my and Industry in Japan (2000) reports 2.5 million employees will be created by IT 

in the next five years while 2.7 million workers may lose their jobs in main industry, 

800 thousand people of which are replaced by IT penetration. As a whole, METI 

concluded that around net 860 thousand employee will be created in Japan. METI 

emphasized that IT could create jobs, but industry and employment structure must 

change rapidly. Japan Center for Economic Research (2000) estimates the products 

of IT industry is already 92.9 trillion yen in 1997 which is around 18.8% of total 

GDP and will come to 126 trillion yen, 23.8% of GDP, in 2004. 

However, the quantitative analysis how IT contributes to the productivity in Ja-

pan still remains its initial stage. Currently, IT of Japan is still in the penetrating sta-

ge of IT in both industry and society. Therefore there is little evidence how IT has 

improved the productivity. 

2.  The Method 

The assessment of industry structure change is one of the most important factors in 

the policy decision making process. We focus on how input-output relationships 

among industries are moved by the penetration of IT in this paper. 

We start from the column vector of Input-Output coefficient matrix since it repre-

sents the relationships between the output of the certain industry and the demands 

for production. Our purpose is then to clarify how the historical vectors have chan-

ged to see the contribution of IT and project the future ones. 

RAS method is well known as the existing procedure to estimate the future IO 

tables. However, since final demand vector for the target year is required exoge-

nously, the driving force for the industry structure change cannot be given explicitly 

although RAS provides consistent coefficient matrix with probably minimum modi-

fication. 
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Traditional regression analysis provides relationships between inputs and output 

explicitly, but it is not appropriate to see the projection of "vector" data whose com-

ponents are non-negative and constrained to hold that sum of them are unity. 

We therefore develop a new method to see the industry structure change explicit-

ly under the constraints. Suppose that number of sectors and the number of explana-

tory variables are N(n=1..N) and M (m=1..M) respectively. t denotes the period 

(t=1..T). Let atn ( )1n and btn ( )1m  vectors denote the input coefficient vector of 

the industry sector n (dependent variable vector) and explanatory variable vector at 

period t, respectively. atn is non-negative and holds that the sum of the coefficients 

equals to unity. We assume a linear relationship model between atn and btn using 

intermediate variable zpt and estimation error term etn.  
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where P(p=1..P) represents the number of aggregated explanatory factors. Then we 

estimate the parameter vectors cpn(p=0…P) and pn
â  minimizing the sum of errors, 
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The above formulation without constraints is known as Principal Component for 

Regression (PCR) developed by Okuno (1971) which gives an eigenvalue problem 

similar to the Cannonical Correlation Analysis. However, in our case, non-linear op-

timization technique is required to solve the equation (2) under the constraints of (1). 

In the remainder of this paper, the method proposed in the above equations (1) and 

(2) is named as “extended PCR”. 

3.  The Data 

Detailed IO tables involving more than 400 sectors are available for 1980, 1985, 

1990 and 1995. Aggregated tables which contain less than 100 sectors are also pro-

vided annually. We aggregated them into 65 sectors for 1985 to 1995. Following the 

definition in US, we extract "IT" investment categories: (1)copy machines, (2)word 

processors, (3)other office equipments, (4)computers, (5) computer peripherals, 

(6)wired communication appliances, and (7)wireless communication appliances. Ba-

sed on IO investment tables, we extracted IT inverstments for 1980, 1985, 1990 and 

1995. Annual total production of those seven IT categories are provided by MITI 

from 1980 to 1995. Input coefficients are available in IO tables for 1980-1995. Ho-
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wever, for the analysis of investment share of IT, we had to aggregate the above 65 

industries into 27 groups due to the availability of IT investment matrix data. Table 

1 shows the historical investments of computer and computer peripherals. 

 

 

Table 1: Historical IT investments on computer and computer peripherals for 1980, 

1985, 1990 and 1995 in million yen  

4.  Estimation Procedure and Results 

4.1 IT investment share among industries 

Firstly, we apply the extended PCR to the estimation of distribution share of the se-

ven IT categories among 27 industry groups. atn in the equation (1) represents the 

distribution share vector of IT category n. Each factor of the vector atn corresponds 

to the industry sector. Explanatory variable vector btn consists of one the followings: 

(GDP and exchange rates)t-1, (GDP and the production index of the service industry) 

t-1 and (GDP and oil price) t-1. Since investment matrix data is available only for e-

very five year for 1980-1995, we assumed the number of PCR factors, P in equation 

(2), to be unity due to the degree of freedom.

Based on the estimated parameter vectors ( )( ) npnpn andPp 0)...1, ccâ =  for 

the industry n and the historical explanatory data on GDP, exchange rates, producti-

on index of the service industry and oil price, one can calculate the IT investment 
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share data of the industry n for the given year. In this paper, we estimated the IT in-

vestment share vector among industries through 1980 to 1995 annually. These are 

used as a part of explanatory variables of the extended PCR model for the estimation 

of activity vector in the next step. 

4.2  Structure change in the input-output coefficients 

Secondary, we estimate the industry structure change analyzing the input coefficient 

vectors by industry. We employ the input share of seven IT categories for the n-th 

industry and GDP as explanatory variable vector btn. We can then obtain the input 

coefficient matrix at period t, At ( )6565 , for the year 1985-1995. Figure 1 and Fi-

gure 2 show the trends of the actual and the estimated values of input coefficients 

representing from electronic machine industry to the information service industry 

and electric communication industry. These figures demonstrate high applicability 

of our method.  

 

 

Figure 1: Estimated and actual values of input coefficients: from electronic applian-

ce industry to the information service industry 
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Figure 2: Estimated and actual values of input coefficients: from electronic applian-

ce industry to the electric communication industry 

 

4.3  Statistical test of the estimators 

Although the estimated values on both investment share and input coefficients indi-

cate well fitness with historical values, they are not sufficient to conclude that IT in-

vestment affected the industry structural change for the past years. Statistical test is 

needed to see the point. However, unlike the traditional regression analysis, the cha-

racteristics of the extended PCR developed here is not clear as well as CCA and ori-

ginal PCR. Therefore we also employed a likelihood ratio test to see the statistical 

significance of the estimated values. The results show us that IT investments are sta-

tistically significant with 95% reliability for all sectors. 

5. Conclusion 

We developed a new method to analyze the relationships between IT investment and 

the industry structure change and applied it to the empirical statistics. The results for 

the past trend provided fairly well fitness. We are applying it for the future projec-

tion of IT contributions on the whole economy to assess how the IT contributes to 

achieving the sustainable society. 
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